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Surf's up in Pismo for the Budweiser Open
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Not enough funding

Minors are
a squeeze
on majors
By Paul J. Roberts
s ta ff W riter
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By Anthony Lopez
For the first time ever a pro
fessional surfing tournament
was held at the Pismo Pier dur
ing Memorial Day weekend.
The $7,000 Budweiser Open
was the ninth stop of a 15-city
tour of the Professional Surfing
Association of America.
Strong offshore winds and
small waves didn’t distract more
than 100 participants from
competing for the prize money.
Some of the nation’s top surfers
and several local stand-outs
headed the competition.
The big winner was Chris
hrohoff from Hermosa Beach,
Frohoff collected the $1,700 first

place check and a trophy. Dur
ing the finals heat he surfed
about 100 yards away from the
other three finalists. “ That was
my strategy,” he said. “ I
thought the lefts were holding
up longer over there and it
worked out for me in the earlier
heats.”
Frohoff said the windy condi
tions and the small surf didn’t
bother him, “ I’m a goofy foot
(right foot forward) and the way
the waves broke left was suited
for me. I’m used to these kind of
conditions.”
Central Coast entrants didn’t
perform so w ell. A rroyo
Grande’s Simon Mason made it
to the quarterfinals but settled
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R ichie C o liin s rides a wave on his w ay to p la cin g fo u rth in the B u dw e iser Open th is weekend.
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for a ninth place finish. Former
C ayucos
r e s id e n t
Jo h n
Parmenter was eliminated on
the first day of competition and
had this to say about it: “ Every
tournament I end up in the most
competitive heats. I was the
best out there but I guess the
judges didn’t see it that way.”
Other disappointments included
No. 1-ranked Mike Lambresi,
who failed to make the quarter
finals cut on Saturday.
The bodyboard competition
featured an all-Hawaii final,
with Mike Stewart of Kona
spinning his way to the $400
first place check.
Contest director Greg Mar
shall said, “ The PSAA was
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formed three years ago. It’s a
new tour; relative to all other
sports we’re quite a new thing. I
really feel the snowball effect is
starting to happen.
“ Surfing’s definitely had an
image problem to overcome —
the surfer bum image — but I
think it’s making a change for
the better.”
A crowd of about 500 showed
up for the Budweiser Open.
Bill Sullivan, public relations
director for PSAA, said the con
test was a success.
“ We had a lot of cooperation
with the people up here,” he
said. “ This is a good area for
surfing and I’d say we’ll be
back.”

Minors add diversity to a
graduate’s background and in
crease desirability in the job
market, but they also increase
the problem of impacted classes
in major programs.
Last year the School of
Business approved a new minor
in business administration. Al
though the program exists, it is
not currently offered because
there is not enough funding to
provide professors for the extra
students that the minor would
attract.
Business classes are already
impacted and the minor cur
riculum is based on existing
classes. Therefore, the program
has been put on hold until fun
ding is available so that business
majors are not pushed out of
classes by minor students.
“ They took it out of the
catalog because it wasn’t fund
ed,” said Beverly Hensel, stu
dent adviser for the business
school. “ Why impact an already
critical situation? It would be a
shame to add the program when
majors can’t even get classes.
I’m happy it’s not being of
fered.”
In the English department,
however, where class spaces are
scarce because of university-wide
general education requirements,
the English minor has been of
fered for eight years, despite dif
ficulties in getting English
classes. In addition, the depart
ment has just introduced a se
cond program similar to a minor
— a technical writing certificate
program — at the request of
other departments.
The program will complement
any technical and non-technical
majors, but the Academic Senate
program change com m ittee
recommended that senators vote
against the proposal. The opSee MINORS, page 8

Land benefits School o f Ag

Poly rents 3,200-acre ranch
IN QUOTES

By Stewart McKenzie
s ta ff W riter

SANTA CRUZ — It’s about a 20-minute drive from Santa Cruz to
Davenport, a small hamlet along Highway 1 and the Pacific
coastline.
Davenport, with a population of 400, is home to a cement plant
company, a popular bed-and-breakfast establishment, and a post of
fice the size of a large walk-in closet.
It is also the setting for Cal Poly’s new 3,200-acre ranch, 180 miles
up the coast from San Luis Obispo. Slowly students are starting to
use it.
See RANCH, page 4

Tw o Cal Poly stu d e n ts
founde d U-Bru, a c o m 
pany th a t sells in-hom e
beer m aking kits. See
PULSE, page 5

The charm of fis h in g is th a t it is the p u rsu it of
w hat is elusive but a tta in a b le , a perpetual series
o f o c c a s io n s fo r hope.
— John Buchan
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL
Rejection rate cannot
be blamed on women
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Editor — C’mon Bohl, why
blame us women for your
strike-out record? I find it really
hard to believe that 40 percent of
the females at Cal Poly are les
bian. Even so, you are simply
blaming us for the fact that
you’ve been rejected — repeated
ly. Wake up and smell the coffee.
There are plenty of fun, in
telligent, prospective girls to
date in SLO. Trust me, it’s only a
matter of time before the women
in Santa Barbara discover what a
narrow-minded, immature little
boy you really are.
And about having your degree
that says B.S., you are the one
who spent at least four years
getting it. 1 guess that makes
you a D.S. for not appreciating
it.
SHELBY TOCHER

Some tips for dating
at Celibacy State U.

Dispensing morals
Before the Student Senate approved on-campus condom
dispensers last week, lively debate ensued when several
senators and ASI President Kevin Swanson insisted that
the vending machines would promote promiscuity.
It just might be true that the availability of condoms is
enough to provoke heated carnal passions. But steamy
movies, a few beers and old-fashioned love also have been
known to have that effect.
There are no statistics to prove that the availability of
condoms on college campuses promotes promiscuity, but it
is a documented fact that the use of condoms can prevent
the spread of AIDS.
By arguing that the approval of on-campus condom
dispensers is “ public support for promiscuity,’’ Swanson
and some senators took it upon themselves to decide our
moral values. But the issue is not one of morality; it is one
of life and death.
If condoms do promote promiscuity, it is just a price we
will have to pay to save the lives of many.

The return of Engineering West
It will be pleasant to return in September and see
Engineering West restored. Repair of the building, which
was gutted during last year’s Poly Royal, will begin in
June and should be completed by fall quarter. Not only will
the campus regain much of its attractiveness, students and
faculty also will gain valuable classrooms and facilities.
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Editor — Well R.H., sounds
like a problem. Perhaps 1 can
help with a few tips. First, when
at a social establishment, in
troduce yourself as Biff or
Sparky. This way, women may
associate you with the upper
echelon. Second, always order a
Corona (with a lime). This shows
that you know what is hip. Third,
if all else fails, go ugly early
because if you wait too long, they
may already be claimed.
R.H., realize that I’m just kid
ding you. But really, you should
just relax and enjoy your stay
here at Celibacy State.
B. DUBODGE

Life as Poly male like
being stranded at sea
Editor — We find it hard to be
lieve that 40 percent of the
female population at Cal Poly is
lesbian. This figure seems a bit
high. We do, however, agree that
there is a serious lack of social
dating and this would offer a
plausible explanation.
We also find it difficult to be
lieve that
an academically
stressful environment would be
the cause. Is this to say that
females are wimps and cannot
handle life at the big university?

Of course not.
What exactly is the problem
then? We suppose being a male
at Cal Poly is somewhat like be
ing stranded in the middle of the
'ocean with water all around but
not being able to take a drink.
In daily conversation with
males, we have found that Bohl’s
situation is certainly not a
unique one; unfortunately, not all
of us are able to commute fre
quently to Santa Barbara. We
guess we’ll have to crack another
beer.
RICK VAN LYCK
JIM T. BOND

Alcohol the alternative
to nonexistent dating
Editor — It is about time
someone came forward to present
a topic of concern. 1 attended
two other universities before
transfering to Poly. People
drank, but there was less em
phasis on quantity. My dorm had
27 alcohol violations my first
quarter here. Every year, more
bars seem to appear in town, but
the campus and town restrict
alcohol — or do they?
As far as dating at Poly is
concerned, it’s practically nonex
istent. Walking on campus, the
signs of suspicion and stress tell
the tale of the atmosphere here.
To me, alcohol seems to be the
alternative to dating.
Come on people! Open up and
just be yourselves. Many are
missing out on an important part
of going to college!
T. BURKE

Letter on social life
an accurate description
Editor — 1 would like to com
mend R.H. Bohl for his insightful
and relatively concise depiction
of Cal Poly’s social scene. I can’t
confirm his statistic of a 40percent lesbian rate at this
school but I wouldn’t be shocked.
The females not included in this
statistic must have taken Rejec
tion 313 with its central theme,
“ You are a nice guy, but ...” It is
sad to see that guys without
Greek letters. Corona Beach Club
shirts or fancy cars must resort
tp excessive drinking to enjoy
their collegiate experience.
JOHN E. BLADE
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Editor — Obviously, you have
never served aboard a frigate. To
mention that the attack on the
USS Stark never dawned on the
crew and captain is a fallacy,
especially when the ship was in
or near a war zone, where she
was ever so vulnerable to attack.
Officers and crew were stan
ding watch 24 hours a day, with
all
electronic
surveillance
systems in operating mode. The
standing watch knew beforehand
that a hostile aircraft had its
fire-control system locked onto
the ship. This is a known fact.
The question the American
public should ask is why the
weapon systems were not ac
tivated. The commanding officer
should be held fully accountable
and his explanation, “ We just
weren’t ready,’’ is not justifiable.
With past sea experience as a
gunner’s mate aboard such a
warship, I can’t understand how
such a mistake could have hap
pened.
Either the weapon systems
malfunctioned or someone erred.
Steaming in a troubled area isn’t
a pleasure cruise and constant
combat readiness is essential. A
hostile aircraft usually doesn’t
signal its intentions before at
tack.
JOHN ASTAD

AIDS, not reputation,
should be main concern
Editor — The narrow margin
in the Student Senate’s vote to
install condom dispensers on
campus is a real disgrace and
blot on the school’s image. The
fact that 11 representatives
voted against such a beneficial
and necessary measure betrays
the massive ignorance and nar
row-minded
priggishness
of
much of the student body.
When people’s moral values are
so screwed up that they prefer a
proper atmosphere and pristine
image over practical measures,
the inevitable consequence is
more human suffering. In the
past this just meant perpetua
tion of teenage pregnancy,
venereal disease and child abuse.
Now, however, the wage of such
ignorance is death.
WILLIAM KNIGHT
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Captain is responsible
for attack on the Stark
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Bridge could have held more

Jailing without bail OK’d

Chun fires his prime minister

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The Golden Gate Bridge
supported the heaviest load in its 50-year history during
the weekend anniversary celebration, but the weight was
far less than its design capacity, the bridge district’s
chief engineer said Tuesday.
“ That just goes to show why it’s such a great struc
ture,’’ said Dan Mohn. “ If we were building it today, we
would build it in a very similar way ... It has tremendous
safety factors built in.’’
Bridge officials were concerned Sunday when 250,000
people jammed onto the bridge for the sunrise bash
celebrating the orange landmark’s birthday. The weight
of the crowd at the center of the bridge even temporarily
flattened out the arch of the bridge deck.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court ruled
Tuesday that people accused of crimes may be jailed
without bail while awaiting trial if a judge decides they
are a threat to public safety.
In a 6-3 ruling hailed as a major victory by law en
forcement officials, the court said jailing someone deem
ed dangerous does not violate the person’s rights or the
presumption that all are innocent until proven guilty.
Twenty-four states and the District of Columbia deny
bail on the basis of a defendant’s dangerousness, but
those laws are not as sweeping as the federal law upheld
Tuesday.
The justices used the case of two reputed Mafia
leaders in New York City to reinstate a 1984 federal
preventive detention law backed by the Reagan ad
ministration and attacked by civil libertarians.

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — President Chun Doohwan fired his prime minister and seven other Cabinet
members Tuesday in an attempt to quiet outrage over
the death of a student under police questioning. Critics
demanded Chun’s resignation.
The government contends the Jan. 14 death of dissi
dent student Park Chung-chol was an isolated incident.
It cites dismissals of officials and arrests of police of
ficers as evidence of its refusal to condone such conduct.
Most observers agree that the dismissals will not sat
isfy most people, but they do not believe the former
general’s government will lose its grip or that much will
change.
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Singleton on the move again
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Paroled rapist Larry
Singleton was again in search of a home Tuesday after a
jeering crowd ordered him to “ get the hell out of Rodeo’’
and deputies escorted him away from the small Northern
California town in a bullet-proof vest.
Contra Costa Sheriff’s Lt. Surry Poole said he decided
to move Singleton for his own safety. A vigil of a hand
ful of people outside Singleton’s apartment turned into
an angry, chanting mob of about 5(X).
Singleton, convicted in 1979 of raping a teen-age
runaway and chopping her arms off with an ax, was
paroled a month ago. Ever since, he has been kept on the
move by angry citizens.
Singleton was released to his parole agents in an un
disclosed county location. Bob Gore, a Department of
Corrections spokesman, describe Singleton’s location
only as “ Nothern California.’’

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Americans investigating
the Iraqi attack on the USS Stark met with defense of
ficials Tuesday, but there was no word on whether they
would be allowed to see the pilot who fired the missiles.
A diplomatic source said “ everything seems to be go
ing well’’ in the joint investigation of the May 17 attack
in the Persian Gulf, which killed 37 American sailors on
the guided-missile frigate and wounded 21.
Unconfirmed reports in the Iraqi capital Tuesday said
the pilot had been beheaded, apparently for embarrass
ing President Saddam Hussein’s government. Informa
tion Ministry officials denied it.
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Americans shot at in Egypt

US officials meet with Iraqis
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CAIRO (AP) — Gunmen pulled alongside a U.S. Em
bassy station wagon Tuesday, tried to force it off the
road and then opened fire, blowing out the windows and
slightly wounding two of the three Americans inside.
A U.S. official said the men escaped because embassy
security chief Dennis L. Williams used “ defensive driv
ing measures’’ to get away from the other car — a Uturn on the eight-lane highway on the Nile’s east bank.
It was the first attack in memory on American of
ficials in Egypt.
Several hours afterward, an anonymous telephone
caller to a Western news agency said it was the work of
Egypt’s Revolution, a shadowy group which has claimed
responsibility for three attacks on Israeli Embassy per
sonnel that killed two people.
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Bruce Willis
arrested in
police fight

r a n c h

From page 1
Cal Poly graduate and Swanton Pacific Ranch owner A1
Smith was behind the deal with
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Cal Poly last January. The uni
“ M oonlighting”
star
Bruce versity uses the land, paying
Willis was arrested for in $100 a year in rent. For their
vestigation of fighting with money. Cal Poly bought into
police after neighbors complained 1,500 acres of range land, 1,200
that a party was out of control at acres of timber, 150 acres of
his Hollywood Hills home, police cropland, and several remaining
acres of “ steep hillsides and
said Tuesday.
Willis, 32, who plays a brush,” according to Smith.
Cal Poly also got $1 million in
wisecracking detective in the
ABC-TV series, was booked with W.R. Grace Co. stock, the divi
an unidentified guest for in dends of which are to be used for
vestigation of assault on a police the upkeep of the ranch.
The new ranch is benefitting
officer, said police Sgt. Joe
the School of Agriculture the
Bustos.
“ He supposedly attacked one most. More than 400 students in
animal science, crop science, ag
of the officers,” Bustos said.

Suffering From
MONOTONY?
OSOS ST. has

22

DIFFERENT KINDS
OF SANDWICHES

ricultural engineering, and natu
ral resources management have
visited the property so far. Two
senior projects are also in opera
tion there.
While the ranch is in “ pretty
good shape” according to tem
porary supervisor George Wertz,
some things do need to be taken
care of. “ Dogs run through the
fence, you fix the fence,” he said.
Work to be done includes
remodeling of the main ranch
house and corrals, road im
provement, and some surveying.
When this is done — possibly
this fall — the ranch will go into
full operation. A full-time super
visor will be hired to help the
projected eight students tending
the ranch. They will be involved

• Member of the American
Optometrie Association
• Eyecare Consultant for
Cal Poly Health Center
• Specializing in Contact
Lenses
• All Lens Types Available,
Including Sleep-In and
Tinted

in farming, cattle herding, and
logging.
Still, Cal Poly won’t be rushing
headlong into this project. “ I
think we’ll cross the bridge when
we come to it,” said crop science
professor James Greil, who is in
charge of the ranch project.
Cal Poly also has a lease on an
adjoining 150-acre parcel, due to
expire in July 1988.
Swanton Pacific Ranch derives
its name from Fred Swanton, a
turn-of-the-century promoter who
was the main force behind the
popular Santa Cruz Beach
Boardwalk. He was also promo
tional director of the 1915 PanPacific Exhibition; coincidental
ly, Smith owns all five trains
from that fair. The train collec

• All Cases Accepted
Regardless of
DifTiculty
• Selection of the
Latest Fashion
Eyeware
• Affoixlable Fees

tion is not included in Cal Poly’s
lease.
Smith, who could not be reach
ed for comment, earned two
degrees at Cal Poly. He received
a bachelor’s degree in crop
science in 1944 and a master’s
degree in education in 1956. He
later went on to own the Bay
Area chain Orchard Supply
Hardware until W.R. Grace Co.
bought him out.
The ranch project will be
reviewed in three years by Smith
and Cal Poly to see if the land is
being used to its full potential.
Said Wertz, “ A1 Smith wants
to see it run as a farm — it’s not
a research station. He doesn’t
want it turned into little ranchettes.”

“Vision
With Care.”

RIBS RIBS
and m ore RIBS

You’ll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
You’ll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.

All you can eat beef rib
d inner w ith soup or
salad, ran ch beans and
San Luis Sourdough
for only

S6.95

Derek L. Coombs, O.D.

W ednesday Nights
5:30- 9 :0 0 p m

Doctor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Wine Street Inn

543-4777

In the celler of The Network

• Student Discounts

543-4488

SPECIAL NOTICE TO

CAL POLY’S
OFF-CAMPUS
PG&E CUSTOMERS:

PG&E’s
Electric Service
Turn-Off Program

N o w is th e tim e to p la c e y o u r o rd e r fo r S p rin g /
S u m m e r te rm in a tio n o f y o u r P G & E s e rv ic e !

1060 Osos St.

^

T h e fo llo w in g w ill g iv e y o u w a y s In w h ic h y o u c a n
p ro m p tly g e t y o u r e le c tr ic s e rv ic e te rm in a te d :
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★ Complete the form below and mail to: PG&E, PO Box 592,
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406.
★ Complete the form below and bring it to our Customer Services
Office located at 406 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo, CA.

A N D N O W ...

SOq; OFF
Sundae or Shake
541.0955

GOOD THRU 5/31/87

S IB E E IO T

PHONE:.

NAME:
PG&E ACCOUNT No.

Date you wish to terminate electric service:

7T

Service address:

2 FREE DRINKS
w/AnySIZE SANDWICH
541-0955

GOOD THRU 5/31/87

Street

City

State

Zip

Street

City

State

Zip

My permanent address Is:
If you do not receive a closing bill within 30 days please contact our customer office: (805)544-3310
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Drinks are in the house
The founders o f U-Bru, a company that sells hrew-it-yourself kits, show
how ingenuity and an in-home endeavor quenched their thirst fo r beer
lor some people, drink
ing beer is a recrea
tional pastime.
For Cal Poly stu
dents Chris Croft and
Chris Settevendemie,
it’s a business.
Croft, 26, and Settevendemie,
24, are business partners and
founders of U-Bru, a company
that provides customers with all
the supplies needed to make their
own home brew.
Well, almost everything.

Story by Stacey A. Myers
Photo by Mike Shoup

“ The kits give you
everything you need
to make two cases of
beer, except time,
water and bottles,”
said Croft. “ And
most of the time in
vested is not your
own time, but just
time spent waiting
for the beer to be
ready to drink.”
H is
p a r tn e r
agreed. “ After you
mix the brew, pretty
much all you have to
do is sit back and
w a it,’’ said S et
tevendemie.
Croft, a senior
business administra
tion major, and Set
tevendemie, a junior
biological
sciences
iV
major, first thought
<^1
of the idea of U-Bru
last fall. They were
introduced to the
idea of brewing their
own beer by a friend
who had bought a
similar home brew
kit
fro m
a
d is trib u to r
in
Southern California.
A.
“ We really liked
C hris S ettevendem ie and C hris C ro ft d isp ia y th e ir wares m ade w ith U-Bru kits.
the idea of making
our own beer, and as we talked investments were time, money kit from all over the world,” said
Croft. “ We get things from the
to our friends about it, we and space.”
Bay Area, Los Angeles, Cincin
The
main
U-Bru
showroom
is
a
discovered that they liked the
idea, too,” said Croft. “ We saw converted laundry room in nati and England. Basically, we
there was a market for the sup Croft’s apartment. It’s where all get together all the parts and
plies, but there weren’t any sup the supplies are stored, and assemble them into one package
for our customers.”
pliers in this area. So we decided where customers select their
But if customers think they
choice of ingredients. Because
to go into business.”
The idea, they said, was to act the men wanted to operate a can bypass the U-Bru stage and
purchase the kit’s components
as an intermediary between business out of Croft’s home,
themselves,
they’d better think
wholesale suppliers and the they had to apply for a special
again.
customers who wanted to buy city permit.
“ We had to buy a resale
“ The application for the permit
the supplies with which to brew
had to be posted outside of my number in order to purchase
their own beer.’
The first step was researching apartment for seven days, so any things from our wholesalers,”
neighbor who objected to the said Settevendemie. “ Only peo
the products.
“ Research was the most time- business would have time to pro ple with resale numbers can buy
from the wholesalers, not just
consuming,” said Croft. “ We test the application,” said Croft.
people
off the street. So we really
wanted to make sure we were “ The application had a typo on
getting the best product for the it, though, and instead of saying are doing a service to our
we were going to sell beer mak customers. We buy the compo
least amount of money.
Then came applying for credit, ing kits, it said wanted to sell nents at a lower cost and central
business licenses and resale beet making kits. I don’t think ize the whole operation.”
Each home brewing kit in
licenses. So far, the partners any of the neighbors even knew
cludes a 7.5 gallon air-tight tub,
estimate they have each invested what was going on.”
The next step in the business a spigot, an air lock, a siphon
about $ 1,000 in U-Bru.
“ We didn’t have a lot to put in, was to build up a reserve stock of hose, five cups of corn sugar, a
choice of pre-hopped malt extract
so basically we put in everything supplies.
“ We got the components of the with yeast, 52 bottle caps, a bot
we had,” said Croft. “ The major
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tle capper and a set of instruc
tions.
U-Bru sells the kits for $31.95,
plus tax.
So far, 50 people have pur
chased home brewing kits from
U-Bru.
One of those customers is Rich
Haupt, a 22-year-old crop science
senior. Haupt lives in the same
apartment complex as Croft, and
one night while he was in Croft’s
apartment, he tasted the home
brew.
“ The beer was great, so 1
decided to try making it myself,”
said Haupt. “ 1 bought my kit in
January, and I’ve been brewing
two or three times a month since
then.”
Haupt said the main reason he
likes to make his own beer is
because it’s inexpensive and it
tastes better than anything on
the market.
“ It’s a great investment,” he
said. “ You can save between $5
and $10 a case, depending on
what kind of beer you regularly

buy. And the home brew has a
higher alcohol content.”
Since the hardware in the kit is
a one-time purchase, the cost of
making beer drops significantly
after the initial investment.
“ Once you already have the
kit, all you ever have to buy after
that is the malt extract, corn
sugar, and caps,” said Croft.
“ That’s about $10 for two cases
of beer. If you work it out, that’s
only about $1.25 for a six-pack.
And that’s a bargain.”
Paul Carlsgaard,
26, is also a U-Bru
customer. He said
the best part about
brewing his own beer
is that he can ex
periment with the
flavoring.
“ Every batch 1
■**»V*'*.“> make is different” he
said. “ Sometimes 1
use red peppers or
ginger root to give it
a different taste.”
Other flavors sug
gested by U-Bru are
vanilla,
apple, and
cinnamon.
'I S
And C arlsgaard
a g re e d
th a t the
economics of brew
ing beer at home are
definitely a plus.
“ If you’re a beer
drinker,
you can
make your own beer
for one-tenth of the
price you pay in the
store,” he said. “ And
no m a tte r w hat
brand you buy, when
you make it yourself,
you can make it bet
ter.
“ It’s a novelty
thing as well as a
cheap hobby,” he
said. “ Hell, I’ve spent $30 on
worse things.”
The quality of the home brew’s
taste is of utmost concern to the
proprieters of U-Bru.
“ These kits are convenient and
cheap, but if the taste isn’t great,
it doesn’t matter how cheap they
are,” said Croft.
And, he said, the kits are ideal
for Cal Poly students.
“ The Cal Poly market is inter
ested in cost, ease and taste,”
said Croft. “ First of all, these
kits are inexpensive and easy to
use. Second, storage of the brew
doesn’t have to be a problem
because it doesn’t have to be
kept cold all the time — just un
til you’re ready to drink it. And
third, the brew tastes great and
it’s something you can be proud
of because you made it yourself.”
And since the home brewing
kit is a mixture of food products,
it can be sold to customers under
21 years of age.
The actual brewing process is
See BEER, page 8
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an Luis Obispo has become
popular for its clean air, its
n a tu r a lly fre e -flo w in g
creeks, its scenic hillsides, and in
particular, its wildlife. But as the
town expands, it encroaches on
the area that was once known for
its deer population.
According to the Califonia
Department of Fish and Game,
the population of deer has drop
ped by two-thirds within the past
three decades. No single reason
for the decline can be pinpointed,
but a common thread among
many of the experts is the conti
nuing urbanization of San Luis
Obispo County.
“ As more and more people
move into the area this pushes
the deer away from town,’’ said
Enrico Bongio, a Cal Poly
engineering
technology
pro
fessor, deer hunter and member
of the San Luis Obispo Sportman
Association. Other reasons for
the decline, Bongio said, are ran
ching operations using types of
wire that can trap deer, a lack of
water in some areas and a decline
in chaparral land the animals
depend on.
“ The single most important
factor is the presence of pro
gress, the result of develop
ment,’’ said Lone Wolf, national
chairman of Earth First! Lone
Wolf added that hunting is a
factor in the decline because
when large bucks are killed it
leaves the herd with weaker
animals with less body weight.
The species is then genetically
weakened.
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Growth of San Luis Obispo
pushes out deer population
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The Department of Fish and
Game blames the decline on the
continuing loss of habitat for the
deer and the increasing numbers
of predators, such as dogs. They
also said that within the county
sportsmen are pointing the finger
at ranchers, saying they have
been using electrical fences and
traps to keep the deer out of
their ranches. But ranchers say
they protect the deer by posting
“ No Hunting’’ signs and by pro
viding openings in fences for the
deer.
California Fish and Game
biologist Jim Lidburg said the
deer population has begun to
stabilize, although not coun
tywide. “ The Las Pilitas fire took
a lot of old brush and a lot of new
brush has grown.’’ The growth,
he said, has provided more food

for the deer, contributing to a
higher reproductive rate. “ Long
term, though, we’re going to see
a slight decrease due to human
use,’’ he added.
The North County Wildlife
Rescue and Treatment Center
rehabilitates deer that have been
injured in the county. The deer
are rehabilitated
for eight
months under the care of Kathy
Johannes and her husband Jeff,
sent to the Monterey County
Rehabilitation Center for further
care and then set free in
Monterey County.
“ The Fish and Game (depart
ment) don’t destroy the deer any
more because now they have us,’’
said Kathy Johannes.
Last year 15 percent of the
fawns rescued were from San
Luis Obispo; this year the figure

has increased to 50 percent.
“ There’s been an increase in
fawns with problems in the Los
Osos Valley Road area,’’ Johan
nes said. “ The fawns are now
finding themselves in the middle
of housing developments and ur
ban areas.’’ The area is a popular
nesting ground for fawns.
Unfortunately the deer migra
tion patterns haven’t changed
with the times. “ It may take two
to three years for the deer to ad
just to new areas,’’ Johannes
said.
Deer can survive in an area
within a one-half mile radius of
humans and are very adaptable,
but the balance often errodes.
“ People start feeding the deer
food that isn’t nutritious and
they become junkies. This leads
to weaker offspring and they also

forget how to provide for
themselves,’’ Johannes said.
Deer are also a lot more dan
gerous than people think. If a
deer is irritated or challenged he
often strikes with his front feet.
“ People see a Bambi,’’ Johannes
said. “ A fawn can kill a human
baby and you wouldn’t even
know what happened.’’
The hunting season in San Luis
Obispo County generally runs
from the second week in August
through early October, but
Johannes said this has little im
pact on the deer population.
“ But, I see a lot of people not
hunting who usually do, just
because they aren’t seeing as
many deer as they’re used to,’’
she said.
Johannes expects to see a
decreasing number of injured
fawns from the San Luis Obispo
area. “ They’ll be going through a
shifting process moving further
and further away, and through
that process a number of them
will die trying to get through the
fencing and highways that
obstruct them.’’
Last year the Rescue and
Treatment Center received 32
calls on injured fawns; 28 of
these were rehabilitated and set
free in Monterey. The other four
were fatally wounded by cars.
The city of San Luis Obispo
and the California Department of
Fish and Game currently have no
program set up to save deer.
“ Wildlife shouldn’t have to
serve as a need if it is to exist,’’
Johannes said. “ As the planet
shrinks people just need to be
more understanding.’’
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any students think they
Icould never commit eight
years of their lives to
military service. But there are
some students who choose this
way of life as an alternative to
working 9 to 5.
Second Lt. Alan Moore saw a
Students find that an eight-year career in the armed forces
good opportunity in the Cal Poly
is a financially and professionally rewarding alternative
Army ROTC. He was offered a
four-year ROTC scholarship o u t'
By Victor Allen
of high school, which solved his
financial concerns about college. this point is pretty stupid.’’
ed forces. “ My father was in the
across the board and have ma
“ The money was a good incen
Another student who took the Air Force,’’ she said, “ and going
jors ranging from ornamental
tive,’’ said Moore.
ROTC route is dietetics major to a base is like coming home.’’
h o r tic u l tu r e to e le c tric a l
“ Everything, including books, Ellen Busch, an ROTC cadet.
engineering.’’
Busch encourages women to
fees and tuition is paid by the Busch agrees with Moore about look into the armed services
In addition to those students
Army ROTC,’’ said Moore. “ We the financial advantages the ser because of the increased equal
who choose ROTC, there are
also get $100 a month. It pro vice can provide. “ The army of opportunity now given to them.
others who go to recruiting sta
bably comes to about $10,000 for fers full-pay internships,’’ said “ Many jobs that were once
tions. Michael Cantaloub decided
Busch, “ and I’m shooting for one classified have now been opened
all four years.’’
to look into what the Navy had
to offer. This June Cantaloub will
Moore, who is graduating in at Walter Reed Hospital in up to women,’’ said Busch.
Aware of the negative feelings
comply with his orders to finish
June with a bachelor’s degree in Washington, D.C.’’
Busch said that after 10 years some people hold, Busch said
school and receive his bachelor’s
political science, would like to
military
life
is
not
for
everyone.
become a military intelligence of- '
“ It requires discipline, a will
ficer. He has received orders to
ingness
to serve and putting the
start active duty in November at
4 T f you work
welfare
of others above your
Fort Huachuca in Arizona.
for IBM ...
discipline, a
own,’’ she said.
Looking back, Moore said if
you can quit with
willingness to serve
Army Maj. Lawrence Stayton
given the chance he would do it
said the eight-year commitment
two-week notice.
and putting the
all again. “ The Army is a good
gives
many people reason for
middle ground,’’ he said. “ It’s
But you can’t do
welfare of others
thought. “ For someone who is 18
not too extreme or too boring.’’
years old, you’re talking a com
that in the Army’
above your own’
But Moore also has doubts
mitment that equals about half
about the future. “ If you work
their life,’’ he said.
—Ellen Busch
—Alan Moore
for IBM and you don’t like it you
The ROTC program offers
can quit with a two-week notice,’’
travel, excitement, money and a
he said. “ But you can’t do that in the money a registered Army chance at a constantly changing
degree in chemistry.
the Army.’’
dietician will make is better than job. “ Everyone has a hot but
Cantaloub is part of a special
Not knowing where he could what a regular dietician will. ton,’’ said Stayton. “ I try to find
program called the Navy Nuclear
end up is also on Moore’s mind. “ However, there is a lot more re it and press it.’’ But he said the
Power Officer Candidate Pro
“ You have to realize that if sponsibility involved,’’ she add cadets themselves are the best
gram, which is open to those
you’re ready to fight, people are ed.
recruiters.
with one year left of school. “ I
ready to fight against you,’’ said
Money is only one reason for
took a chance now that 1 knew
“ We have 85 cadets at Poly,’’
Moore. “ But the shock of that at Busch’s decision to join the arm- said Stayton. “ We recruit from
wouldn’t be available to me

MILITARY
MANEUVERS
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G a r field A rms A pa r tm en t s
738 Grand Avenue, SLO

later,’’ he said. The Navy offered
him more experience and greater
potential for advancement after
he was done with his eight-year
commitment.
Still a bit skeptical about
military life, Cantaloub said he
thinks there will always be
doubts. “ The loss of control in
my personal life and the permis
sion part of the military bothers
me,’’ he said. “ It took me nine
months to make a decision.’’
But Cantaloub said he feels he
has made a good choice. “ All the
benefits are great and I get
$1,200 a month pay while I’m in
school,’’ he said. “ They even
gave me a $4,000 bonus con
tingent upon me passing nuclear
engineering school.’’
After graduation Cantaloub ’
will go to Rhode Island to attend
Officers’ Candidate School for 16
weeks followed by nuclear
engineering school in Florida for
about seven months. With this
completed, he will be ready to
learn how to run reactors in Nu
clear Prototype School.
“ The rest of my service will be
spent on nuclear submarines or
carriers,’’ said Cantaloub.
The recent attack of the USS
Stark started Cantaloub thinking
about the risk of his chosen pro
fession. “ If they don’t shoot me.
I’ll melt.’’
For Cantaloub, the jeopardy of
the job has to be considered.
“ It’s always at the back of your
head,’’ he said. But for many like
Cantaloub, the experience and
possibilities the services can
provide outweigh the potential *
negative consequences.
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simple and quick, said Croft.
First, the extract mixture, one
gallon of water and corn sugar
are mixed together and simmered
on the stove for about 15
minutes. That mixture is then
added to the remaining four
gallons of water, put into the
fermentation tub with yeast and
allowed to ferment for one week.
After that time, the brew is mix
ed with an additional amount of
sugar and water, or primed.
Priming the brew gives it a small
amount of naturally occurring
carbonation. The brew is then
bottled and capped.
“ This is really a fool-proof
re c ip e ,”
said
C ro ft.
‘‘ It
eliminates all the variables that
sometimes make home brew not
so good. You don’t have to worry
about temperatures or the cor
rect proportion of ingredients.
You just mix it and wait.’’
U-Bru also sells raw malt and
hops for the more adventurous
home brewer.
“ But that’s more for experi
enced brewers, for people who
want a challenge,’’ said Set-

tevendemie.
The most time consuming
stage of the brewing process is
the bottling and capping of the
beer. But even this inconvenience
can be eliminated.
“ 1 got tired of bottling, so now
I just put all my brew into
kegs,’’ said Settevendemie. “ It
takes about three minutes to put
the beer into a keg, while it takes
about an hour to put it into 48
different bottles. The only pro
blem with the keg is that when
you open it, you have to drink it
all within 24 hours, otherwise the
beer gets ruined.’’
Croft and Settevendemie hope
to franchise their business to
other colleges, and maybe begin
a mail-order service. And besides,
they said, it’s fun.
“ The best part of this business
is drinking your own beer,’’ said
Croft. “ And knowing that the
product you’re selling is worth
what you’re asking for it.’’
Settevendemie agreed. “ Not
many people can say, ‘Here,
drink this, 1 made it.’ It’s really
something to be proud of.’’
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From page 1
position wasn’t based on the
potential for an increase in im
pacted classes, but the actual
program outlined in the proposal.
Despite the recommendation, the
senate approved the certificate
program Tuesday.
Of the 10 classes that make up
the program, eight are currently
offered in the English, speech
c o m m u n ic a tio n ,
c o m p u te r
science, and graphic communica
tion departments. Although the
program will probably draw
many students, there will be no
additional funding; therefore no
additional classes will be offered
and there will be a higher chance
of impacted English classes.
English d epartm ent head
Mona Rosenman said that other
departments should allocate
funds to the English department
to help support this program and
other general education classes,
instead of complaining about the
impacted condition of the
department.
After approval from the Aca
demic Senate, catalog changes
must be approved by the ad
ministration and in some cases
the California State University
Chancellor’s Office.
The Academic Senate also
recently approved minors in

biotechnology and Pacific Rim
studies
Pacific Rim studies will be a
cross-disciplinary program of
language, geography, anthropol
ogy, sociology and political
science classes on Latin Ameri
can and Asian countries. A
newly-proposed women’s studies
minor will also be crossdisciplinary, if approved. These
programs will not threaten any
department because they are
spread out am ong several
departments.
Last fall an international rela
tions minor was offered through
the political science department
and has been very popular. The
program
is essentially
a
modification of a political science
concentration that already ex
isted and has drawn more stu
dents than expected.
Though the program is not
impacted, it is “ unofficially
limited,’’ according to political
sc ien c e p r o fe s s o r R a n d a l
Cruikshanks. “ The program has
not added anything to our
burden,’’ he said. “ It was an idea
whose time has come: it will
fulfill a need for students who
want to work abroad, who can
become familiar with foreign
needs.’’

KING COMBO
WHOPPER Lg. FRY
Med. DRINK

$2.49
981 FOOTHILL S.L.O.
(NO COUPON NECESSARY)
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Poly women place
behind Wildcats
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By Jim Hawkins
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Dave Johnson, center, placed s ixth in tne 110-meter hurdle event on Saturday.

Men finish seventh at nationals
By Dan Ruthemeyer
Sports Editor

Picking up seven All-America
honors, including two by hurdler
Dave Johnson, the men’s track
team gained its highest finish
since I983 at the NCAA Division
11 National Championships in
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The Mustangs, paced by
Johnson and pole vaulters Steve
Horvath and Hans Florine, came
alive in the final day of the meet
to take seventh place with 24
points. Winning the meet was
Abilene Christian, which scored
127 points to 93 for second-place
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Southeast Missouri State.
The
California
Collegiate
Athletic Association was well
represented at the four-day meet
as the Mustangs were joined by
fifth-place finisher Cal State Los
Angeles (33 pts.) and Cal State
Bakersfield, which tallied 17.
Johnson, who placed second in
the 4(X)-meter hurdles on Friday
to Dave Lishebo of Mt. St.
Mary’s in a time of 50.73, came
back on the final day of the meet
to take sixth in the 110-meter
event in a time of 14.39.
In the shorter of his races,
Johnson hit the first hurdle and

had to run well to finish sixth
and score points for the
Mustangs.
Horvath, meanwhile, cleared
16-8 in the pole vault and haa
several close misses at 17-0 to
finish fourth overall and first
among four Cal Poly athletes in
that event. His height of 16-8
was the same as that of thirdplace finisher Cam Miller of
Abilene Christian, but because
Miller had one less miss he was
awarded the higher finish.
Poly’s other point-earning pole
vaulter, Florine, finished eighth
See MEN, page 10

The women’s track team broke
the NCAA team scoring record,
earned 24 All-America awards
and won four individual titles,
but still lost the national track
team championship for the third
straight year to the Abilene
Christian Wildcats, 166-114.
Teena Colebrook won individ
ual titles at both 8(X) and 1,500
meters, Cece Chandler won her
third high hurdles national
championship and Lesley White
picked up a first at 5,000 meters
to go with her third-place finish
at 3,(XX) meters.
“ Abilene’s runners just had a
great day,’’ said Cal Poly coach
Lance Harter. “ We performed
really well, about as good as 1
thought we could. Some of the
athletes on the other teams that
we were hoping would challenge
the Abilene sprinters didn’t run
too well and they (Abilene Chris
tian) cleaned up.’’
Cal Poly won the first three
Division II National Champion
ships, but has dropped the last
three to the Wildcats by a grow
ing margin each year. Three
years ago it was three points,
last year it was 19'/2 and this
year 52. The NCAA record of 112
was surpassed by both teams,
but was crushed by an unheard
of 166-point total by the
Wildcats.
“ That record should stand for
a long, long time ... if anyone can
ever break it,’’ said Harter.

Last Minute Housing Shoppersi
Why w a it to rent w h a t’s over-priced, p ic k e d
over a n d left behind? Don’t throw a w a y your
rental $$. Cash them In on the a p a rtm e n t of
your ch o ice !

NEW/USEDAUTO LOANS”

FROM THE COMPANY THAT INSTILLS CONFIDENCE.
“ SEARS CONSUM ER FIN AN CE”
NOW OFFERS NEW/USED AUTO LO ANS TO NEW COLLEGE G RADU ATE.
COMPETETIVE INTEREST RATES, FAST, CO NVENIENT SERVICE WITH
AN EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY, NO RISK GUARANTEE. IF W ITH IN 10 DAYS
YOU FIND A BETTER DEAL OR SIM PLY CHANG E YOUR MIND, JUST
RETURN THE AM O UNT FIN ANCED AND YOU W O N 'T BE CHARGED
AGENT!

Abilene Christian racked up
points by dominating the sprints
and jumping events as well as
scoring high in the weight events
and winning the 1,600-meter
relay. The thrust of the Mustangs’
scoring came from their hurdling
trio and their distance crew.
“ In the hurdles, and especially
the distance races, we put on a
clinic out there,’’ said Harter.
“ We got some very tough per
formances. I guess it’s our train
ing; it really got our distance
runners into peak condition for
the meet.’’
Pauline Stehly was one of the
most impressive scorers for the
Mustangs. She placed second at
10,000 meters on Wednesday,
losing only to Swedish Olympian
Rente Moe, and then came back
on Saturday to place fifth in the
5,000-meter race.
“ She’s (Stehly) been a great
surprise,’’ said Harter. “ She has
done incredible, considering the
fact that a year ago she was
happy to make it to the junior
college state meet.’’
Gladees Prieur, who won the
1,500-meter title the past two
years, didn’t win a title this year,
but still had an outstanding
meet. She placed second at 3,(XX)
meters, losing only to Denmark’s
Gitte Kanshoj, and placed fourth
in the 1,500-meter race, losing to
only one American.
Noreen DeBettencourt rounded
out the scoring for the distance
crew with a third-place finish at
See WOMEN, page 10

%

A v a ila b le Soon:
• Private bedroom s in a 3 or 4 person
a p a rtm e n t
• R educed sum m er rentals
• Some 4-Bedroom furnished apartm ents
for ’87-’88
Don’t Wait! Invest In the “ Best” ! A p p ly Today!
200 N. Santa Rosa, SLO, CA 544-7007

WE D N

Q U ALIFICATIO NS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

E S D A Y

D H E S 4

COLLEGE DIPLOMA.
VERIFIED FULL-TIME PERM ANENT EM PLOYMENT OR CO M M ITM ENT LETTER IN
FIELD OF STUDY W ITH M IN IM UM SALARY OF $18,000 PLUS.
ADEQUATE INCOM E TO COVER DEBT.
NO DEROGATORY CREDIT HISTORY.
NEW AUTO (1987) OR USED(1985-86 MODELS ONLY).
MAXIM UM TERMS-60 M ONTHS ON NEW AND 48 M O N THS ON USED.
M AXIM UM ADVANCE-DEALER COST(INVOICE) ON NEW,
KELLY BLUEBOOK W HO LESALE ON USED.

2 ITEMS ON A 16” PIZZA
&
2 FREE COKES
M $ r f » i i D iu v t a r

FOR THE PRICE OF ,

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST ALLSTATE INSURANCE AGENT FOR FULL
DETAILS AND A CREDIT APPLICATIO N.

1 1TEM 16” PIZZ>.
$7.95

541-4090
Sears C o nsum er F in a n cia l C o rpo ra tion and S u b sid ia rie s
•A n n u a l p e rc e n ta g e ra te fo r new c a rs /s m a ll tru ck s m ay vary by term .

tf. If. if. if. If. Jf. If. If. XJ. Jf. If.

If. if. if. if. if. If. If. if. tf. if. If. If. 1}. if. if. If. If. if. if. if.

FRI & SAT 11am-28111
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SALE
B r o a d SALE
S t r e e t ___
SALE
B i k e s SALE
SALE

SA VE
on All Bike Accessories
including helmets, bottles,

WOMEN
From page 9
800 meters.
In the hurdles, Sharon Hanson
came up with a second- and a
third-place finish. In the inter
mediate hurdles she placed se
cond, set a school record and
earned a berth in the Olympic
trials. Her time of 58.27 would
have been a meet record if it
hadn’t been for Abilene Chris
tian’s Yolanda Henry, who ran
away with the race and three na
tional titles.
In the high hurdles Hanson
placed third, in addition to run
ning key legs on both relay
teams. By the end of the meet
she had earned All-America

SAVE
$ 1 0 ' $70 on
ALL MOUNTAIN BIKES

honors in four events.
Laurie Hagan placed sixth in
the intermediate hurdles, and
Chandler’s first-place finish in
the high hurdles rounded out the
scoring for Poly’s hurdling trio.
In the field events. Celeste Pa
q u ette earned A ll-A m erica
honors in both the discus and
shot put when she placed fourth
and seventh in the events,
respectively. In the high jump
Julie Wiegmann placed fourth
with a personal best of 5-10Vi.
Both relay teams also won
All-America honors, with the
400-meter team placing fourth
and the 1,600-meter team placing
sixth.

i n STOCK

pumps, cycle computers,

MEN

1986 Raleigh Technium
Road Bikes
$80 -$ 9 0 OFF

pumps, tires, tubes, and so
much more.

From page 9
with a height of 15-6'/i after nar
rowly missing his attempts at
16-0Vi. He cleared all his lower
heights on first attempts.
In the pole vault event, only
three schools took part in placing
the eight scoring vaulters.
Abilene Christian, which had
placed the top finisher since
1982, was able to have vaulters
take the second, third, fifth and
seventh positions.
While Cal Poly took fourth and
eighth. Southeast Missouri State
took first and sixth.
Finishing just out of scoring
position for the Mustangs in the
pole vault were Steve Toney
(ninth) and Kevin Rankin (10th),
who each cleared the height of

2700 Broad, San Luis Obispo 541-5878
ÓRCüri

15-0'/4.

The other three Mustang
scorers and All-America selec
tions include Brant Warren, who
finished fifth in the javelin with a
throw of 203-10, Mike Liv-

COASTAL SCHOOLS
Earn extra m o n e y this
summer. G e t your...
REAL ESTATE UCEN SE
N ext course begins

ingston, who placed eighth at
10,000 meters (30:25.16), and
Brent Griffiths, who finished
seventh at 5,000 meters (14:55.8).
The distance runners at the
championship meet were plagued
by high temperatures and high
humidity, which according to
Henderson contributed to slower
times and more tactical races.
Because of the heat only one
runner in the 10,000-meter race
and none at 5,000 meters ran
lifetime bests, despite the talented field of competitors.
In addition to having to battle
the heat and humidity, Liv
ingston and Griffiths also had to
run alone for part of their races.
“ Both were forced to run alone
in no man’s land as the front
pack moved away and the second
pack was too slow ,’’ said
Henderson. “ So they had to run
in the middle alone, which is a
very tough spot to be in.’’
Non-scoring athletes for the
M u sta n g s
in c lu d e
E rik
Josephson, who placed 14th at
200 meters, Anthony Mudy, who
finished 10th in the high jump,
and Jeff Alquist, who placed
10th in the steeplechase in a time
of 9:20.6.
Europe's Best a t
Affordable Prices

Mr. C's

JUNEl
STATE APPROVED
LIVE INSTRUCTION

Under New Ownership

481-4222

Chicken, Shlshkababs, Gyros
SInbad Burgers
11 to 11 daily, FrI & Sat til midniite
1115 Broad St. SLO 544-4447

TACO 'BELL.
RESTAURANT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

This is no time to worry about
how you’re going to get your stuff hem e
The kimkI news is there is life after hnals. And
tips t«n kiodinft a tmek Which cxiukl hdptake a
wv can make it a little easier
load off 't)ur mind.
At RvtJer we can remynu am- .si/e van or truck
Whatever's left of it.
\tw need. Vans that are fun tt) drive. (Fun . what's
«■
^at?) Mans' are automatics. Most have pcrwer
H fV lD H R * '
steerinK.airamditionin(iandanAM/FMradia
We can also help with boxes, hand trucks, even .
Wc’rc th e re St every turn.'*

Call your local Ryder dealer for ipecial student rates
T r tt* » C h iv r » a
9 IM B r M i 4 S t.

M 4 -« m

LOOKING FOR ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENTS.
Full a n d part-tim e shifts available.
$4.00 to $4.50 per hour to start,

d e p e n d in g on e xp e rie nce
i

i

Flexible hours to fit your schedule.
A p p ly in person; 297 Santa Rosa St., SLO
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AC&R CLUB ELECTIONS!!!
Thur 5/27,6pm, BLDG 12, rm 110
CAL POLY SKI CLUB
ITS MOVIE NITE!
WED MAY 27th 9:00pm Fisher 286
Can we talk! About Camping?
Everyone Interested C-Ya There
COMPOSITES CLUB MEETING
Guest Speaker from McDonnell
Douglas Aircraft on Fatigue and
fracture Mechanics
Last Meeting-Thurs.May 28th
Fischer Sci Rm287 7pm

A.S.I. Leadership Workshop Guest
Speaker on strength deployment
inventory & group dynamics Thursday
5/28 11:00-12:00 U.U. CRAFT CENTER G.
All are welcome!
ATTENTION'KCPR LISTENERS
DO NOT MAKE PLANS
FOR
THURSJUNE4
INTERNATIONAL SAND SCULPTURE
Sat. Competion 10am-4pm
Avila Beach - Lots of PRIZES!
$3 in advance $4 at the beach
includes Third Annual SSTshirt
for more info; call MCC 546-1405
kcpr

PROUDLY PRESENTS
CAMPER VAN BEETHOVAN
LIVE AT THE SPIRIT
JUNE4
The Cal Poly Young Farmers will be
hosting the 6th Annual Inter Club-Frater
nity trapshoot & BBQ May 31st Signup
deadline is May 25th for more info Call
544-1599 or 546-1243

Jeffrey Thomas

Happy Birthday Buttercup..
All My l.ove - JUL
BSG
Did you miss your morning
ORANGE JUICE?
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY KATHY!
I HOPE WE QUENCHED YOUR THIRST
ON YOUR TWENTY FIRST.
LOVE YA, DRAFTY
Lay back this summer
in a beach chair from Brazil,
sandals by COOL FEET or SENSI.
Cruze in a JIMMY-Z bikini and
after beach outfit. The SEA BARN
AVILA BEACH.We’re cookin.
Lose 10-29lbs in 30days Guaranteed call
Chris 543-8172
Paul,Eric, Andy,Versonica,Lisa,
and Denise: Thanks for a great
21st B-day and me not getting Ar
rested. Special thanks to Elainie
May and Stacy Cake-s for the TLC.
Love, Davey
REVO- A sunglass pioneered by the
space program. Highest optics-Highest
technology-Awesome
lenses. Available,
but not cheap. At the SEA BARN in Avila
Beach. Free T-Shirt included.

ZTA SIGMAS!!!!
Now that Follies and theTests
are done,this is you week to
have fun! The Big " I" is Near!

Wordprocessing. Campus & 5-cities p.u.
$1.50/pg. 481-1011 after5
WORDPROCESSING-Papers, Senior Pro
jects. Spell Check. 549-0833
22 yrs. exper-Sr. Proj. Term
Books-Call Joanell 544-2547

LAST MOVIE OF THE QUARTER:FREE
TONIGHT IN CHUMASH AT 7 & 9:30

Found: Calculator in
B ldg.52
Call 546-8981

After 7 long years, please don’t make
grandma hop the fence to see this
miracle. Need grad tickets!! Call Nancy
546-9576/mess 544-4059
Desperate, I need two grad tlx will pay
fair price. Bob 543-9652
D E S P E R ^ eI ^ ^SEEKING GRAD TICKETSm WILL PAY CASH$$ CALL 543-7841
TODAY
GRAD TICKETS-$10- CASH EACH
free home pickup call JOHN 549-9119

GRADTICKETS”
WILL PAY CASH FOR YOUR EXTRA
TICKETS! CALL KEVIN AT 544-7139
HELP! ! ! GRAD TICKETS NEEDED
$CASH$ CALL LISA 544-5468
I NEED GRAD TICKETS
CALL CATHY 549-8388
I NEED GRAD TICKETS! PLEASE
I am the last of 13 kids to
graduate. We are having a family
reunion (1st in ten years). Bring
us together. Call Dominic 541-5171

TTCKETLESS??
IF YOU CAN’T SEE YOUR FRIENDS
GRADUATE BECAUSE YOU CAN’T GET A
TICKET, SEND THEM A SPECIAL
MESSAGE INSTEAD, IN THE GRADUATE
CLASSIFIED SECTION ON JUNE 5.
Need 1 or 2 Graduation Tickets! Nego
tiable with cash! Please call Eric 7725411
.7’t il t h e ~ ^ e d a y w h e n t h e l a d y
MET THIS FELLOW...
Please! Marcia, Jan, Cindy, Greg, & Bob
by still need Grad tickets! Mike will pay!
HEIDI at 549-9705
TOP DOLLAR PAID
GRAD TICKETS Needed (lots)
or ou can be nece and give
them to me 543-1058 Ask for
KENNETH DINTZER or leave message

FREE PREGNANCY TEST, COUNSELING,
REFERRALS, HELP. ALPHA 541-3367

A-1 Professional Word Processing by
SUPERSEC. Campus P/U. Call
Madolyn at 466-1484 eves.
EXPERIENCED CAL POLY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 543-0550

EASY OFF- Now the name’s not too bad,
is it? Ha Ha! Just don’t
wear your jersey by Winnegagos! I’m
sure! The Big “ l“ is here!
Love,WHIPLASH
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
CONGRATULATES BROTHERS GREG
SPICER AND TYLER HAMMOND ON
THEIR INITIATION INTO ORDER OF
OMEGA
s ii^ A S , ZETA WEEK IS FINALLY
HERE! CONGRATULATIONS! GET
READY FOR A WEEK YOU’LL NEVER
FORGET. ZETA LOVE, MEMBERS
ZETA TAU ALPHA
SIGMAS
AREAWESOME

tor ~ a l U y^ u r t y p in g

ALAMO SELF-STORAGE SPRING SALE
$10.00 off 1st mths rent any size unit.
Call Tony or Mellie at 541-1433 or drop by
645 Tank Farm Rd.

CITY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO
W ATER C O N S E R V A TIO N REPRE
SENTATIVE
TEMPORARY POSITION
$4.00 per hour
The city of SLO is currently accepting
applications for the positions of Water
C onservation Rep., tem p, fu l-tim e
employment from June 15 to Sept 15,
1987. Position involves 40 flexible hrs per
week and w illing to work early mornings,
evenings and weekends. Excellent in
terpersonal & communication skills are
essential with knowledge of landscape
irrigation methods desirable. Position is
responsible for monitoring water use
throughout the City. Requires valid CA
drivers lie & excellent driving record. FD:
Until position is filled. Apply at Personnel
Dept, 990 Palm St., CLO. For further info
contact Linder Herman at 549-7210. AA/
EOE
SITTER WANTED-For 4yr old Shell Bch
boy 12-18 hrs/wk plus 1 wkend
night. $3/hr. Refs & transpor.
necessary. Wendy 773-4941
SUMMER JOBS;
Fine High Sierra Family Camp seeks
live in counselors (19-up) to
TEACH:Riding (3 positions). Folk
Guitar, Archery, Riflery, Canoeing,
Crafts, Pre-School, Waterskiing,
ALSO NEED: Horse Care/Groom,
Dishwashers, & Reaort Workers.
800-227-9900
Summer Jobs combination Drive-In and
Motel Maid Wage plus free housing at
Ragged Point 927-4502
YMCA DAY CAMP LEADER SUMMERCLASS II MALE/FEMALE 543-8235
1(X)% GUARANTEED no-run sheer pan
tyhose from $3.99 Make extra money.
Easy to sell. Call Grace at 544-8315
2 FEMALES to share living quarters &
work at resort for summer near San Si
meon Wages plus housing Call 9274502
Ragged Point Inn

N E E D S ,^ ^

BONNIE 543-0520 EVES.
ON^RNIGKT SERVICE, usually
typical, Leslie 549-9039
^ P E R CHASE WORD PROCESSING
Call Karen - 544-2692
PAPERS, RESUMES, CATHY 543-0258
^ fTw o r d p r o c e s s in g a n d t y p in g
(Rona), laser printer w/ lOOplus fonts,
student rates, 9am-6pm, M-Sat, 544-2591
Resumes, paper projects, wordprocess
ing done in South Cty. Consha’s office
Supply. Pismo Beach 773-5851 or 4890724 eve.
TYPING 1.50/PG POLY PU & DELIVERY
1-466-4171 AFTER 5PM

AVAIL-2RMS 1-6/15/87 to 6/88 1- 9/87 to
6/88 IN GREAT LAG LK HOUSE.W/
D,FIREPLACE,MICRO,LRG BACKYARD/
P AT IO ($275)$200-S U M M E R
NEAT
NONSMOKING FEM(JR/SR PREF) CALL
KARIN 543-4808-LEAVE MESSAGE
Country Club Living for summer
Creekside sublet in fun house
June - Sept (3 months)
Volleyball Games,BBq Parties,
Sun decks. Lots of yard space,
fun roommates, 3/4 mile to Poly
$170/mo share rm $230/mo own room
call 544-9261 anytime
F RMt Needed for Summer New conds
Many Extras 140/MO Maria 543-0769
FEM NEEDED.Own room in house
$210.Close to Poly 544-9723
FEM TO SHARE big rm in fun house 615/9-15 150mo need to see to aprecíate
Cali 549-8347
FEMALE ROOMMATE 6/87-6/88 $200/mo
share rm in 2 bed 2 1/2 bath condo w/d
dw micro frpi call 543-9071
Female nonsmoker wanted to share
Pinecreek condo for fall. Close to cam
pus, furnished. Own room washer/
dryer.micro etc. 541-4936
R ¡^ OWN RM 200$ LRG HO ÜSE~peirOK
CLOSE TO POLY WSH/DRY 9 MONTH
Lease Starting 9-1 Amy-546-3514
Fm Rmt. New condo 3 min from Poly
Furn. All Applian. 2 baths. Garage Avail
able Fall 87 Call 528-6757
Fm share rm -furnished tow nhouse:
wsh/dryer,micro,frplc,backyd, 1/3 utilities
c a u sa lly 544-1628
FOR SUMMER
FM to share a rm in 2 bedrm apt
Only 130 a mo. 2 blocks from Poly
Jun 15-Sept 15 Call Jenny 543-8036
or Sarah 544-1628
GREAT HOUSE! SUPER LOCATIO nT I f
TO SHARE LG RM,BATH,W/D,MICRO,etc.
$205,6/87-€/88,CALL 543-6987
HEY YOU- ROOM FOR 2 MALES
Available in Laguna Lake. $230/mo W/
D,Micro,VCR,etc. Must see. Neat &
Nonsm okers
Please!
A vailable
Fall,monthly Lease- Call Jim at 541-0193 Leave Message

Sublet huge mst bedrm. female only
$200 Avail 6-8-87 546-9190 Nancy
S^UMMER SUBLET - $100/MO 2M/F 2bed«
1/2 bath condo W/D fpic DW 1 1/2 mi Poiy
cail 543-9071
S U M ^ R SUBLET In house Own
sm rm $100 Also 2 to share
LARGE RM $100ea CALL 541-2541
S^UMMER SUBLET
Murray Street Station, Easy walk to cam
pus, $150/mo, but neg. cail Richard,
544-1595
SUMMER SUBLET M/F 2 LARGE Rooms
Laguna Lake house Furnished.
150 Person/Mo. Call Dave 544-4869
1 Girl for summer sublet. Share w/ 2 girls
in 2 bedrm, 1 1/2 bath condo. Deck sauna
micro DW wash Ig Ivrm furn 2-car garage
$150/mo Call 544-3877
2 FM RMMTS NEEDED, F A L r8 T fO
SHR MSTR BDRM IN CONDO W /1
OTHER.W/D 150/MO&UTIL 543-0470
2 FM TO SHARE LG ROOM NICE APT
1 BLK FROM POLY 220/MO FURN
MARYANN 546-3955TIF 546-3718
2 GIRLS
To share beautiful condo w/ one other. 2
car garage, Ig Ivrm, 1 1/2 bath, 2 bedrm,
deck, sauna, micro, DW, washer, frpl.
semi-furn. Start Sept. Call 544-3877
2 M/F TO SHARE ,MSTR BDRM, IN LG
CONDO NEAR POLY: WASH/DRYER
MICRO,FPLACE, GARAGE, PLUS MORE
200/MO & 1/4 UTLS 9/87-6/88
544-9265 ASK FOR BRIAN
2 Private rooms in Ig. coed house. $193,
235, avail 6/1 or 6/” 5. 544-9565
2 Rmmts needed to share rm in furn
condo many xtras $250/mo inci utils. 9/
16/87 -6/15/88 Norma 543-5108

A Super Mansion
VICTORIAN STYLE, 1 BLOCK FROM
DOWNTOWN. 7 ROOMS FOR SUMMER
SUBLEASE EACH AT $150/MONTH
CALL NOW, TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
549-8186
APTS for lease 6-16-87 to 6-15-88. 2 bdrm.
furn for 4. near POLY. $580/mo for year
lease;$650/mo for 10 mo.lease. 543-8517
or 544-5385
Large 3 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath apt.-Yard- 415
N. Chorro-$900/mo-Mike 541-5476

LARGE QUIET ROOM IN HOUSE. GOOD
LOCATION. 240/MO AVAIL. 6/15
M/F 543-3525

LIVE WITH US! 4 RMS IN 5 BDRM
HOUSE FOR SUMMER.WASHER/DRYER,
CABLE TV,PARTIALLY FURNISHED.
CALL 541-5889 RENT NEGOTIABLE

FOR SALE: COUCH, LOVESEATS,
CHAIRS & TABLES. $5 TO $40. 544-6234

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM IN CONDO
MANY EXTRAS M/F AVAILABLE 6/17
240 CALL PAUL 549-9638 549-8200

LUXURY CONDO 3BR-2BA
DISH-WSR&DRY-SUNDECK-FRPL
ONLY $1000 CALL 541-2308

IBM XT/AT Compatible Systems from
$579 includes 640K, monitor, keybd,
floppy, full yr. wnty. Systems to suit.
GREAT GRAD GIFT Dan 541-2226

M/F Own room in Laguna Condo with
pool,BBQ,deck,and more.Spmmer qtr
$180/mo plus deposit. Avail 6-15 544-8831
Don’t miss out!

OWN MSTR BEDROOM FOR SUMR,
175$/NEG 5MIN FROM POLY, 544-6867

SAILBOARD-CONNELLY SIRROCCO
12’ COMPLETE REG $310 543-0763

M/F roommates needed beginning
summer qtr. $150/mo. Also need
M/F to move in Fall qtr. Lrge.
3 bdrm. house-W/D,D/W,Yard,H20
&rsh. Pd.-Eves.-541-3931 Patty

’M HONDA AERO $300, AKAI TAPE
DECK, $75, DOUBLE BED $75 CALL
WITH BEST OFFER! 543-2658

TYPIST

FAST SERVICE-EXPERIENCED TYPIST
SENIOR PROJECTS $1.50 PAGE 5410168,543-4000 MESS. CHRIS

77 FIAT SPYDER CONV 5SPD NEW
TIRES.TOP. STEREO W/BSTR EXCEL
COND24K MILES 1-466-4171 A5PM

Papers,

ASI FILMS & GM PRESENT

BODY DOUBLE

77 CHEV. M.C.NEEDS CARE 544-6248

Honda 400-4 1976, 29K, Kerker, K-81s,
Fox Shox, extras! $595/BO 544-9565
MOTOBECANE 50CC 2 STROl<E AUTO ~
CLUTCH CONVERTS TO BICYCLE, LOW
MILES BUDDY SEAT FOOT PEGS 275.00
OR OFFER 489-2770 RUNS GREAT.
Yamaha400RD, RUNS GREAT, $175
Veryfast John 549-9479
1986 HONDA AERO FOR SALE
$450 CALL AMY 543-8583

Datsun B210 76 RUNS GOOD $375 5446872 EVES.

NEED! FRMMTTO SHARE HUGE RM^
IN A 4 BDRM HOUSE. % MIN. WALK
TO POLY $187mo. CALL 543-5119
OVVN ROOM for summer. Condo close to
Poly & dwntn. BBQ, W/D, micro. F, nonsmokerONLY! $210/mo & 1/2 utilities
Kim 544-5136
Own room in nice house, nice area Avail
6-13 thru end of summer 1/4 $230/month,
$230 deposit call 543-8317
OWN ROOM - SUM.QTR. $200/m'oy
or neg. Furn room in condo.
wtrbd,W/D,micro,jacuzzi. 549-9719
ROOM FOR 2 FEMALES FOR FALL OR
Nice condo close to Poly, W/D,Free
Pkg.FIreplace.MUSTSEE! 549-8198

Summer Qtr. Subise Apart 2bed 2ba patio
on Kentucky $neg 546-4244
SUMMER SUBLEASE-2 Rooms Avail.
Beginning 6/1
$2M/month
CALL-544-6234 or 543-5438

^

SUMMER SUBLET
OWN ROOM IN LARGE CONDO MANY
EXTRAS $175 CALL 549-8200 or 9638
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
REDUCED RATES 544-2169
SUMMER SUBLEASE APT
2 BR 1 BATH LARGE KITCH 2BLKS
FROM DWN TWN 5MIN FROM PObY
CALL RICK OR BRIAN 543-1886
YOUR OWN ROOM THIS SUMMER!
Sublet, frnshd, cIs to Poly, fml,
price open. Call Nancy 543-3428

A Free list of homes/condos 4sale.On
campus. Call Kent, County Prop.544-5777

1974 FORD CAPRI,V6engine,
excint.interior and mileage,
$1000/offer,call Kathy (549-0340)

Room for Rent in SLO House. Close to
Poly. Washer dryer.Furnished Room, Hot
Tub. 3(X) 9 month plus1/2 utilities. Don
543-1639
____

BUYING A HOUSE?
"
For a free list of all the affordable houses
and condos fo sale in SLO, Call Steve
Nelson,Farrell Smyth Inc., 543-8370.
Leave a message.

1980 V\^RABBIT DIESEL $21M
4Dr,AC,Crulse,New Cyl. head
76.000ml Call 541-4174

ROOMMATE WANTED SLO DUPLEX
RENTING ONE ROOM W/D 275/mo & 1/2
UTIL 546-8264 LEAVE MESSAGE

Condos & Homes information packet
available on campus Call Marguerite
C21 or 541-3432

'
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New student honor society
is getting good response
for students on campus and
something
with the California
staff W riter
literacy
program,”
she said.
Students with a 3.4 grade
Skelly said the society will help
point average or better can now
converge in the Golden Key Na prepare members for what they
tional Honor Society which was will be doing next, such as
preparing for interviews, as well
recently chartered at Cal Poly.
Joan Skelly, a speech com as holding philanthropies and
munication major, is president of social events.
At the chartering ceremonies
the new club. “ 1 was overwhelm
on
May 17 the society handed
ed by the response,” she said of
out
two $200 scholarships to
the 185 charter members who
forked over the $45 lifetime recipients of the highest GPA in
membership fee. “ I was amazed the junior and senior classes. The
at how many people wanted to highest junior GPA belonged to
ally themselves with an honor mechanical engineering major
Kendall Fong and top senior
society.”
The society is open to any full- honors went to animal science
or part-time junior or senior stu major Marla Saltzman.
dents in any m ajo r with
Golden Key also named five
cumulative GPAs of 3.4 or bet honorary members from Cal Poly
ter. Cal Poly has approximately for what Kingsbury said were
750 students who meet those ‘‘high academic standards and
people who are high achievers
qualifications.
‘‘It’s given my friends an in themselves.” They were Philip
centive to get better grades,” Bailey, dean of the School of
and
M athem atics;
said
vice president
Kimi Science
Kingsbury. ‘‘It’s a nice way to Michael Fahs, associate pro
fessor of speech communication;
meet people from other majors.”
Kingsbury said the chapter Ed Mayo, history professor and
will decide upon some goals at its chapter adviser; Alex Miller,
first meeting, Thursday in coordinator of the Cooperative
Agriculture Building Room 221. Education program; and Quin‘‘We will probably do tutoring tard Taylor, history professor.
By John Grennan

Stealth plant believed
to be in S. California
and development of the U.S. Air
Force’s Advanced Technology
Bomber. Details of the ATB are
classified.”
Security here is critical because
a leak of the bomber’s secret
design or the material used to
build it could destroy years of ef
fort and a multibillion-dollar U.S.
investment to gain a military
edge over Russia.
The newspaper says the Air
Force plans to buy 132 of the
bombers, although the Pentagon
refuses to acknowledge the ex
istence of any Stealth program.
Nevertheless, the plane is ex
pected to make its debut flight
this year, the paper says.
Securities analysts
believe
Northrop derives nearly half its
revenue from the Stealth pro
gram, and many aircraft in
dustry executives suggest Nor
throp has encountered cost pro
blems on the program, the news
paper said.
However,
Northrop
never
publicly detailed a $90 million
loss it reported last year on an
unidentified program widely be
lieved to have been the ATB.

PICO RIVERA (AP) — A
windowless, onetime Ford auto
assembly plant here is reported
to house the largest secret
defense industrial site in the
United States — N orthrop’s
secret Stealth bomber factory.
But while more than 12,000
people work at the facility 11
miles east of downtown Los
Angeles, supposedly developing
a bomber that is invisible to
enemy radar, official word about
the place is all but non-existent.
While security for the plant
was described in general terms
Tuesday in the Los Angeles
Times, not one Northrop official
or employee was identified by
name.
‘‘Defense is a tense business,
and working on very highly sen
sitive programs make it more so.
The fact that security has been
so good is a tribute to the people
in the program,” one unidentified
official said.
Officially, the aerospace giant
has used the same terse phrase
for the past six years to describe
its work here, saying Northrop is
‘‘prime contractor for research

''

* *

CALENDAR
Thursday

28

•ASl Outings is presenting a
leadership workshop on strength,
deployment, inventory and group
dynamics Thursday at 11 in the
Craft Center Gallery.
•Elpidio Rocha, community
and urban designer, will discuss
‘‘The Cultural Landscape as
Teacher,” Thursday at 11 in
Room 220 of the University
Union. The speech- is the final
segment in Cal Poly’s Artj and
Humanities lecture series, spon
sored by the School of Liberal
Arts.
•Secretary of the Interior
Donald Hodel’s plan to open
California’s central coast to oil
development is the subject of a
speaker’s forum Thursday at
noon in Room 220 of the Univer
sity Union. Councilman Robert
Griffin and biologist Royden
Nakamura will be among the
guest speakers at this event
sponsored by Students for Social
Responsibility.
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GRADUATE
CLASSIFIED ADS

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION

B

I

Johnston Chiropractic Clinic Inc. is sponsoring o spinal check
up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service This
service will include consultation physical examination and a
report of findings.

Put your feelings into words
Put your “ Congradulations” intothe

WARNING SIGNS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS

[

*
*
*
*
*

Mustang Daily special Graduation Edition [
on Friday, June 5 ,1 9 8 7 .

Special ad rates for this special occasion

For An Appointment Call 541-2727

S
A

I
I

Numbnoss in Honds A Arms
Loss of Sloop
Difficult Iroothing
Numbnoss in Logs A Foot

If you suffer from any of these worning signs coll immediately to
prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public
service is for o limited time only, by appointment, please.
Please mention .ad at time of visit

Deadline is June 2 ,1 9 8 7
I

Rtcwrring Httdochos
Diuififss, Ih irrtd Vision
Nock, Shovidor & Arm Poin
Low lock A Log Pain
Poin lotwoon Showldors

Johnston Chiropractic Clinic

Stop by the Mustang Daily, Rm 226

Palmer Graduate

Graphic Arts Bldg.

DERREL'S

1150 Grove Street

San Luis Obispo

STORAGES

SHORT ON SPACE?

TRY DERREL'S PLACE!

MOVING OUT OF THE DORMS? • GIVING UP THE APARTMENT?
Rent a 5x5 FOR 4 MONTHS FOR LESS THAN $68.00
RENT a 5x10 FOR 4 MONTHS FOR LES THAN $98.00
3650 Broad Street San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

546-8300

